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VBS 2018 CHILDREN’S MISSIONS ROTATION BASE CONFERENCE
PLAN (2 HOURS)
Purpose Statement
This two-hour plan is designed to train and equip missions rotation leaders to lead the missions
rotation for LifeWay’s Game On!TM VBS.

Needed Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

VBS 2018 Missions Rotation Leader Guide with DVD-ROM — Remove the DVD-ROM and
the Insert Items from the guide and display them alongside the guide on a focal table.
VBS 2018 Tablecloth
VBS 2018 Felt Pennant
VBS 2018 Small Inflatable Sports Balls (optional)
VBS 2018 Supersized Backdrop (optional)
VBS 2018 Music for Kids CD
VBS 2018 Megaphones (remove 2 from the package of 5)
VBS 2018 Bookmarks (1 bookmark per conferee; 50 per pack)
DVD-ROM items 1–9 — Print the ROM items, slide into clear plastic page protectors, and
place inside a 3-ring binder for easy reference during the conference.
Insert Item 1: “Poland Poster” — Cut apart and display on the focal wall.
Insert Item 2: “10:12 Sports Ministry Poster” — Cut apart and display on the focal wall.
Insert Item 3: “Cool Off Campaign Goal Chart” — Display on the focal wall.
o OPTIONAL: Copy the chart and attach to a clipboard with a highlighter. Beginning
at the bottom section of the cooler, write conference steps 1–10 on the levels of the
cooler. As each step is completed in the conference, invite a conferee to highlight or
color in the area. This will not only help you stay on track, it will also provide a visual
for conferees to see how the item works.
Insert Item 4: “Missions Project Letter”
Insert Item 5: “Prayer Pennants” — Photocopy onto cardstock and cut apart. If printed in
black and white, glue each pennant to a piece of colored construction paper, then cut
slightly larger than the pennant to create a colorful border. Label the back of each pennant
in pencil with the day it is used (Days 1–5).
Insert Item 6: “Sports Cards” — Photocopy onto cardstock and cut apart along the dotted
lines.
Insert Item 7: “Tally Sheet” — Attach to a clipboard and display on or near the focal wall.
Insert Item 8: “Water Bottle Labels” — Photocopy 5 labels, cut apart, and color. Use clear
packing tape to attach each label to plastic bottled waters. Each label features “the point”
for each day of VBS. Number the water bottles 1–5 according to the point on each label.
Insert Item 9: “Playbook Cards” — Photocopy onto cardstock. Print the words of 2 Peter 1:3
on the back of the paper. Then turn over and cut apart the cards according to the
instructions.
Reproducibles (leader guide, p. 24) — Copy 1 per conferee.
Handout (at end of document) — Copy 1 per conferee.
Small basket — Label the basket, Everyday Supplies. Place a Bible, washable markers,
scissors, paper, and tape inside the basket.
Variety of sports equipment — Place items around the room as decorations.
Construction paper (4 different colors) — Cut pennant shapes from construction paper. Cut
3 pennants in 1 color, 3 in a different color, and 1 pennant from each remaining color, for a
total of 8 pennants. Write the following information on the pennants as described: Activity
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#1, Hesskew Family Video, Team Talk #1 (all on the same color paper); Activity #2, 10:12
Sports Ministry Video, Team Talk #2 (all on the same color paper); Prayer (one color
paper); Cool Off Campaign Missions Project (last remaining color paper).
String and 5 clothespins — Attach the string along the focal wall. Clip all 5 “Prayer
Pennants” (Item 5) to the string with clothespins.
TV/DVD player
CD Player

Room Setup
Arrange chairs in rows facing the focal wall to resemble benches found in a locker room, dugout, or
sideline. If a chalkboard or whiteboard is present in the room, draw Xs, Os, and connecting arrows
to resemble a coach’s play-by-play. Cover a table with a VBS 2018 Tablecloth and display the
curriculum resources alongside tabletop decorations such as pom-poms, megaphones, and small
sports balls. Attach the VBS 2018 Felt Pennant on the focal wall. Place the Missions DVD in the
DVD Player.

Teaching Steps
1. Welcome (5 minutes)
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome conferees to Team Missions.
Encourage conferees to look at the decorations around the room and explain that Team
Missions (along with all other rotations) can be decorated any way they choose.
Introduce yourself and share a sports-related fact about yourself with the group, such as a
sport you played, a sport you like to watch, or another hobby you enjoy.
Take a quick poll of conferees to discover what sports they enjoy playing, watching, or
experiencing.
Distribute a handout to each conferee.

2. Guess the Sport (5 minutes)
• Invite a volunteer to choose one of the “Sports Cards” (Item 6) and silently act out the sport
found on the card for the group to guess.
• Lead the group to guess. Once, the sport has been correctly identified, choose another
volunteer and play again. Continue until no cards remain.
• Say: “People like to play all kinds of sports. This year in missions rotation, kids are going to
learn how sports are being used around the world to tell people about Jesus.”
• Explain that this activity is also found on Day 1 in the leader guide. Note that many of the
activities conferees will be participating in today are versions of activities found in the
leader guide.
3. Check the Equipment (10 minutes)
• Mention that almost every single sport requires some kind of equipment to play or prepare
for the game.
• Point out the “Equipment Checklist” found on the handout. Invite conferees to walk around
the room and check off each item on the list once it is found. As conferees begin to look for
the last item (Daily Supplies), invite them to take a seat and you will help them discover the
last bit of missing equipment needed.
• Review the “Equipment Checklist” and ask volunteers to point out where each piece of
equipment is located in the room. Use the following information to review the importance of
each item listed.
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VBS 2018 Missions Rotation Leader Guide with DVD-ROM — This is the go-to
resource for everything needed for leading missions. It includes teaching
procedures, how to prepare, biblical content for each day, decorating suggestions,
large group adaptations, and a helpful “Get Started” section on page 1. Anyone
leading kids in missions rotation needs a leader guide.
Missions DVD — Located on the inside front cover of the leader guide. This DVD
contains two mission videos for each day, one highlighting international missions
and the other highlighting a sports ministry located in the United States. If a DVD
player/TV is unavailable, use the mission story summaries found in the leader guide
on pages 21-23. Read through the summaries before showing each video to
familiarize yourself with the material.
Insert Items — Full color teaching helps located in the back of the leader guide that
pull out easily. The items are two-sided, with the front side being posters for display
and the backside reserved for reproducible items. Photocopy directly from the insert
pages, or print them from the DVD-ROM. Copy every item before cutting the
posters for display. NOTE: The item number is not listed for the “Water Bottle
Labels (Days 2-4),” but it is Item 8.
∼ Point out that the printed insert items may be stored in a file folder or binder
for easy reference. Items may be printed in black and white or color.
Everyday Supplies — Items needed throughout VBS. These supplies likely already
available in the room where Team Missions will meet.
Refer to the handout and explain that conferees were not able to locate “Daily
Supplies” in the room, because daily supplies vary by day. This refers to specific
items used on a particular day. The supplies needing to be gathered will be different
each day based on the activities. The supplies are listed on page 5 of the leader
guide as well as on the first page of each session.

4. Study the Schedule (15 minutes)
• Explain that teams must always pay attention to when a game is supposed to begin, so that
the team is on time and prepared. Say: “It’s important to know the schedule for each day,
as well as how to adapt the schedule to best suit the amount of time you’ve been given to
teach missions.
• Display the colored pennants and explain that each item written on the pennant is an
important part of each day’s missions rotation.
• Choose 8 volunteers to stand at the front and hold each pennant. (For small groups, place
the pennants on a table or floor.)
• Challenge the remaining conferees to work together to arrange the pennants in order from
the first activity to the last.
o Give conferees the amount of time it takes to play the “Game On!” theme song
(Music for Kids CD) to get the items in the correct order.
o Once everyone agrees with the order, they must check with you to see if they got
the schedule correct. You may reveal the number of activities that are in their
correct time slots. Allow conferees to continue to make changes until the song ends.
• Review the items in the correct order and encourage conferees to fill in the correct order on
the “Study the Schedule” section of the handout. Use the following talking points to review
the activities found in each daily lesson.
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Activity #1 — Point out this activity is usually fun, active, and engaging to kids.
Note that the “Name that Sport” activity completed earlier was an example of an
introductory activity.
o Hesskew Family Missions Story/Video — Show this video after the first activity is
complete. The Hesskew Family lives in Poland (reference Insert Item 1 “Poland
Poster”) and use sports as a way to talk with people about God. Explain that each
day kids will watch a video explaining more about the family’s mission in Poland.
o Team Talk #1 — Help kids review what they have just learned about missions from
the Hesskew family. This is a time of engaging kids as well as helping them to think
about the impact of missions in their own lives.
∼ Point out that the first three pennants are the same color as a reminder that
the first three activities all tie in together.
o Activity #2 — An introduction to learning more about the sports ministry led by Jeff
Thompson, a former football player. A theme or important fact that is revealed in the
missions story is usually introduced during this activity.
o Team Talk #2 — A time to review what was learned about the 10:12 Sports
Ministry. This is a time to review information and an opportunity for kids to think
about ways they can be missions-minded, too.
o Cool Off Campaign Missions Project —Time will be spent each day participating
in a hands-on mission project. More details will be provided in the next activity.
o Prayer Pennants — Referenced at the end of each day.
∼ Point out the prepared prayer pennants on the wall. Explain that each day’s
prayer point is based on that day’s main point. Pennants will be added
throughout the week.
∼ Explain that the items used throughout VBS serve as functional decorations.
Explain that there are many ways to adapt the schedule to meet the needs of individual
churches.
o For example, if time is limited, there is the option to focus on either the Hesskew
family or 10:23 Sports Ministry during the week. If space is limited, there are large
group options that can be used if kids are not able to move around much.
Call attention to the lengths of each video on page 2 of the leader guide.
Suggest conferees first talk with their VBS Director about the amount of time allotted to
missions each day and familiarize themselves with all the schedule options and
adaptations. They then can make a decision about which elements to include in the daily
schedule to maximize the time spent with kids.
o Be prepared to answer questions and offer advice about different schedules
options. Be sensitive to how much time is dedicated to this discussion. If needed,
table the discussion and revisit it at the end of the conference.
o

•

•
•

5. Know the Mission (10 minutes)
• Say: “When playing sports, you need to know the rules of the game so that you’ll know how
to play without getting penalized. You want to play well and fair.”
• Introduce the Cool Off Campaign using the prepared water bottles. Distribute the
reproducible from page 24 to all conferees.
• Give five volunteers one each of the five prepared water bottles. Ask volunteers to locate
the number found on their water bottles.
• Invite the volunteer with bottle number 1 to read Question 1 under “Water Bottle Q & A” on
the reproducible.
• Provide commentary and explanation as needed about the mission project. Continue to call
on volunteers in order to read the remaining questions.
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Call attention to the “Cool Off Campaign Goal Chart” (Item 3) and discuss how to display
and measure class goals using the chart.
Explain that the prepared “Tally Sheets” (Item 7) and goal chart are also found on the DVDROM and can be printed as many times as needed. (Different groups of kids may want to
compete against one another to see who can collect the most water bottles or complete the
most labels.)
Review the different materials available for this project, including the “Missions Project
Letter” (Item 4) that will be sent home with each child attending VBS.
Outline the different ways kids can be involved each day with this project:
o Counting water bottles
o Donating water bottles
o Coloring labels
o Attaching labels to water bottles
o Filling in the chart(s)
o Counting the number of water bottle labels completed
Point out the “Know the Mission” section on the handout. Discuss ideas with conferees
about how they may use this missions project in their churches.
o What will our church do? (Collect water, color labels, both?)
o Where will we do this? (Logistics of storing the water bottles and also distribution)
o How will we do this? (Who will oversee the mission project? Who will distribute the
water?)
o When will we do this? (When is the best time? During VBS? After VBS?)
o Why should we do this? (What will be your motivation?)
Spend a moment in prayer, asking God to bless the efforts of all those who will choose to
be a part of the Cool Off Campaign.

6. Review the Footage (20 minutes)
• Say: “Coaches often study the footage of previous games to learn about their opponents’
strategies and ways to challenge their team to be successful.”
• Explain that today conferees will review some of the footage to become familiar with the
two sports-focused ministries that kids will learn about in VBS.
• Play “The Hesskew Family, Day 1 Video” (Missions DVD).
o Invite conferees to share anything they noticed and learned from the video.
o Note there was a challenge issued on the video to play a part on God’s team by
telling others about Jesus and His love.
o Point out the section on the page 24 reproducible labeled “Play a Part on God’s
Team.”
o Mention that this is an important part of missions and especially the ministries kids
will be learning about this week.
• Use the following motions to help conferees get comfortable with the three steps. Ask them
to participate as you describe the following:
o Pretend to bounce a basketball while saying, “Get to know people.” — It is important
to listen to people. Spend time with people.
o Pretend to throw a football while saying, “Learn something interesting about
people.” — If you listen to people, you are going to learn about people. The more
you learn, the more familiar you become to people.
o Pretend to swing a bat and ball while saying, “Tell people God cares about them.”
— Show God’s love to people you have gotten to know and learn about.
• Review the three steps a few times with conferees. Note this is the same activity kids will
do after watching the first video on Day 1 (“Team Talk,” p. 7).
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Play “10:12 Sports Ministry, Day 1 Video” (Missions DVD).
Discuss the video by asking the following:
o What did you learn about Jordan?
o Why is football important to Jordan?
o What does Jordan call those with whom he plays football?
Review the three steps conferees just learned with motions. Ask conferees to think about
each of the steps and how they played a part in Jordan’s life based on what he shared in
the video.
o Note these three steps will be reviewed several times throughout the week.
Say: “On Day 1 of VBS, the story is about The Lost Sheep. Kids will walk away knowing
that Jesus cares about them.”
Play “Hesskew Family, Day 2 Video”
Call out different ways a crowd may react during a game. Guide conferees to give a
“thumbs up” if the words or actions are encouraging or a “thumbs down” if the words are
discouraging. (This activity is included in the leader guide on page 10 under “Team Talk.”)
Share the following actions:
o Clap when a goal is made. (thumbs up)
o Yell, “Good defense!” (thumbs up)
o “Boo” at the other team when one of its player scores. (thumbs down)
o Toss empty containers on the field or court. (thumbs down)
o Yell, “Good try” when a player barely misses a goal. (thumbs up)
Say: “Telling others about Jesus might be discouraging at times, just like it can be
challenging for the Hesskew family. Teaching kids can be challenging, too. Just like you’ll
hear in the next video, it’s important not to lose hope. You have the opportunity to open
kids’ eyes to missions and the opportunities out there to share God with others.”
Play “10:12 Sports Ministry, Day 2” (Missions DVD). Point out that in this video Jeff
Thompson shares reasons why his community may have lost hope.
Remind conferees that while the focus of missions rotation is learning about missionaries, it
is also important to remember that some of the kids may need to hear more about God’s
love for them, too.
Say: “The story for Day 2 of VBS is The Resurrection of Lazarus, a great story of hope.
Kids will walk away knowing that Jesus gives them hope.”

7. Take a Break and Stretch It Out (10 minutes)
• Direct conferees to get on their feet and give the following directions:
o Reach for the sky: Stretch your arms up towards the ceiling.
o Reach side to side: Move your arms back and forth and side to side.
o Reach down: Stretch your arms as far down to your feet as possible, attempting to
touch your toes.
o Reach backwards: Clasp your hands behind your back and gently lift hands up.
• Explain if conferees were to do those exercises daily, they might build up some strength
and flexibility. Note the more people share about Jesus with others, the more comfortable
people become.
o Point out the stretching exercise is found on page 13 of the leader guide (Day 3).
• Briefly review the mission stories for Day 3 using the summaries found on page 22 of the
leader guide. (Show the videos if time allows.)
• Explain the connection between the strength and stretching exercises and the kind of
strength Coach Albert mentioned in the Hesskew Family, Day 3 missions story.
• Say: “Day 3’s Bible story is about Thomas seeing Jesus for himself. Kids will be challenged
to understand that Jesus helps them to believe.”
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8. Study the Plays (20 minutes)
• Ask: “What do coaches use to sketch out plays before a game?” (X’s and O’s)
• Assign each conferee either the letter X or O, then ask them all to stand.
• Explain you will give a command and then make the shape of either the letter X or O with
your arms to indicate which group must complete the command.
• Alternate between letters for each of the following commands:
o Jog in place
o Roll your head in a circular motion
o Stretch your legs
o Jump up and down
• Congratulate the teams and then say: “It’s time to learn more about Coach Albert’s
thoughts on what makes a good team.”
• Play “Hesskew Family, Day 4” (Missions DVD).
• Emphasize the most important playbook available is the Bible. Missions is all about telling
others about Jesus in order that they might have the opportunity to accept God’s free gift of
salvation. The Hesskew family has dedicated their lives to sharing the good news of Jesus
with the people of Poland.
• Ask conferees to recall the three steps (from earlier) to being part of God’s team:
o Get to know people.
o Learn about people.
o Show love to others.
• Review the 10:12 Sports Ministry, Day 4 missions story. (Or show the video if time allows.)
• Form small groups, pairs, or assign individuals one of the following sports: hockey,
basketball, football, and soccer. Ask those who were assigned each sport to come up with
a motion to match the sport. Call on a volunteer from each sport to demonstrate his motion.
• Explain that you will hold up a play from the “Playbook Cards” (Item 9). The group must
decide which sport the play represents and respond with the corresponding motion.
• Display various plays from the “ Playbook Cards.” Move quickly from one play to the next.
o Mention that this activity is used during “Make the Play” (p. 17 of leader guide).
• Comment that Coach Sean and Jordan both discussed the importance of learning verses to
play the game, but more importantly to live a life that is pleasing to God.
o Use this opportunity to review the theme verse, 2 Peter 1:3, with the group.
o Flip the “Playbook Cards” over and distribute to conferees. Encourage them to work
together to put the verse together. Once the verse is complete, ask the conferees to
read the verse aloud as a team. (For large groups, make two sets cards and form
two teams. Allow teams to complete the task, then come up with motions to use
when saying the verse.)
o Remind conferees that suggestions are found throughout the guide to help leaders
adapt the teaching procedures to different sized groups.
• Say: “Day 4 is about Jesus’ love for all people. Learning more about Jesus plays an
important part in helping kids recognize their need for a relationship with Jesus.”
• Mention that Day 5’s Bible story is about Paul and Silas in prison. Invite conferees to share
some of the struggles and challenges mentioned during the missions stories this week from
both the Hesskew family and 10:12 Sports Ministry.
• Play the “Hesskew Family, Day 5” video (Missions DVD).
o Say: “The Hesskew family chooses to praise God and continue to share about
Jesus with others because they know this is what God wants them to do.” This is a
great opportunity to challenge kids to think about what God wants them to do to
share about Jesus with others.
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Play the “10:12 Sports Ministry, Day 5” video (Missions DVD).
o Say: “Did you feel the energy and excitement from the teams as they prepared and
played the championship game? How long do you think those feelings lasted?”
o Point out the players did much more than play a game of sports in Maryland. They
learned verses, built relationships, and heard more about Jesus.

9. Review the Plays (10 minutes)
• Form two teams and provide each with a megaphone.
• Point out the “Prayer Pennants” (Item 5) displayed in the room. Remove the pennants from
display and shuffle them.
• Hold up one pennant and invite teams to decide which day the pennant describes. Lead
teams, on your signal, to say the day’s number through the megaphone.
• Review all of the prayer pennants with the group.
• Remind conferees that Team Missions closes each day by focusing on a prayer pennant
and spending time in prayer.
10. Team Talk (10 minutes)
• Remind conferees of the three plays and motions that go along with playing a part on God’s
team. Direct them to the reproducible and lead the group to repeat Plays 1–3 using the
motions from earlier (found on page 7 of the leader guide).
• Share your favorite of the missions stories and why. Point out that others may have a
different story that stood out to them or was meaningful. Emphasize that importance of
using different activities so that all kids will have the opportunity to relate to the material
being taught and apply the messages in their own lives.
• Say: “Team Missions is an opportunity to present the idea of missions in your church,
community, America, and in other countries. We all play a part on God’s team. All the
preparation, prayers, and teaching procedures are worth it when they help prepare kids to
gear up for life’s big game.”
• Distribute VBS 2018 Bookmarks. Encourage conferees to put the bookmark in their Bibles
as a reminder to pray for VBS before it begins and for kids after it ends.
• Invite volunteers to stand near one of the 5 water bottles with labels from earlier.
• Lead conferees to pray silently for:
o VBS leaders
o Kids who will attend VBS
o Supplies needed
o Preparation
o Delivery of each day’s Bible story
o Opportunities for kids to learn more about Jesus daily
o Ways to implement and use the Cool Off Campaign to make an impact for Jesus
11. Close with a Cheer
• Invite a volunteer to say this year’s VBS Motto: “Gear up! Get Ready! Game on!”
• Lead conferees to say the cheer in unison before leaving.

Locate the following items in the rooms and put a checkmark beside each item you find.
___ VBS 2018 Missions Rotation Leader Guide with DVD-ROM
___ VBS 2018 Missions DVD-ROM
___ DVD Player/TV
___ Insert Items
___ DVD-ROM Items
___ Everyday Supplies
___ Daily Supplies (see page 5 of leader guide)
Study the Schedule
Put the items in the order in which they will occur daily in Team Missions (1–8).
___Activity #1
___Activity #2
___Prayer Pennants
___Cool Off Campaign Missions Project
___Team Talk #1
___Team Talk #2
___Hesskew Family Missions Story/Video
___10:12 Sports Ministry Missions Story/Video

Know the Mission: Cool Off Campaign
WHAT will we do?
HOW will we do this?
WHEN will we do this?
WHY should we do this?

Handout

Review the Footage
Play 1: Get to know ____________.
Play 2: _______ about people.
Play 3: Show _______ to others.

Study and Review the Plays
Jesus __________________ about me.
Jesus __________________ gives me.
Jesus ________________ me believe.
Jesus____________________ me.
Jesus gives me _________________.

